
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at www.IKEA.com.cy for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

Quality, design and smart details
The NORDLI series is distinguished by high quality and clean, contem-
porary design that makes it a stylish choice for the bedroom. It has 
smart details, like soft-closing drawers and a bed frame with stor-
age. The series also includes different modular chests that you can 
combine to perfectly suit your space. The chests offer super-flexible 
storage – not only for your bedroom but for other rooms, too – like 
the living room, hallway or even your business.

Buying guide

Design
Ola Wihlborg

Care and Cleaning
Wipe clean with a cloth dampened 
in a mild cleaner. Then wipe dry 
with a clean cloth.

WARNING! 
Tipping hazard
Unanchored furniture can tip 
over. Some of these furniture shall 
be anchored to the wall with the 
enclosed safety fitting to prevent it 
from tipping over.      

NORDLI
Bedroom series
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If your wall material is not listed or if you have questions, consult with a local hardware retailer.

Wall anchoring guide

We all want our homes to be a safe place. But in our homes, ac-
cidents can put children at risk. Working together, we can help 
prevent these accidents and make the home a safer place. 

• Secure it! Use the tip.over restraint provided with the product 
and the right hardware for your wall type. Consult the en-
closed guide for help with hardware.

• Never put a TV or other heavy objects on top of a chest of 
drawers or any furniture not intended for use with a TV.

• Place heavy objects in the lowest drawers.
• Never let children climb or hang on drawers, doors or 

shelves.

Wall material: Drywall or plaster with 
available wood stud.

Anchoring device: Screw inserted directly 
into stud. For example, a 5 mm wood 
screw provided with IKEA FIXA plug and 
screw set.

Wall material: Drywall or plaster without 
available wood stud.

Anchoring device: Plug with screw. For 
example, an 8 mm plug provided with 
IKEA FIXA plug and screw set.

Wall material: Masonry.

Anchoring device solid wall: plug with 
screw. For example, an 8 mm plug pro-
vided with IKEA FIXA plug and screw set.

Anchoring device hollow wall: Toggle-
style.
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NORDLI bed frame with storage, white. Slatted bed base is 
included, and SKORVA midbeam is not needed for this bed.

W140×L202 cm 403.498.47 349€

W160×L202 cm 003.498.49 399€

NORDLI bed frame with storage and headboard. Slatted 
bed base is included, and SKORVA midbeam is not needed 
for this bed.

White
140×200 cm 092.414.20 549€
160×200 cm 692.414.22 499€

NORDLI headboard, wall mounted.

White

140×160 cm 103.72976 €150

Bed frames and accessories

Complementary products
VIKANES door.

White
W50×H195 cm 703.115.60 80€
W50×H229 cm 503.115.61 90€

NISSEDAL mirror.

White
W65×H65 cm 203.203.12 34.99€
W40×H150 cm 303.203.16 39.99€
W65×H150 cm 103.203.17 59.99€

Black
W65×H65 cm 503.203.20 34.99€
W40×H150 cm 303.203.21 39.99€
W65×H150 cm 703.203.19 59.99€

White stained oak effect
W65×H65 cm 603.908.74 34.99€
W40×H150 cm 803.908.68 39.99€
W65×H150 cm 203.908.71 59.99€
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We have a wide range of pre-designed combinations to choose 
from. Some are included in this brochure, and more combina-
tions can be found in the store and on our website at www.IKEA.
com. 

You can create the perfect solution to match your needs and 
taste. There are 2 simple steps to follow. 
Start by choosing the width of your solution. The top and plinth 
are sold together and come in widths of 40 cm, 80 cm, 120 cm 
and 160 cm. Then choose the size and colour of your modu-
lar chest of drawers. For the different sizes please see the list 
below. 

WARNING! Tipping hazard
Unanchored furniture can tip over. This furniture shall be an-
chored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to prevent it 
from tipping over. Remember that the recommended maxi-
mum height for stacking NORDLI modular chests of drawers is 
145 cm.

Modular chest of drawers – how to build

Combinations

NORDLI chest of 2 drawers.
Total size: W40×D47×H54 cm
White 092.398.27. 
This combination 75€

NORDLI chest of 4 drawers.*
Total size: W40×D47×H99 cm
White 792.398.43. 
This combination 125€

NORDLI chest of 3 drawers.* 
Total size: W40×D47×H76 cm
White 392.398.35. 
This combination 95€

NORDLI chest of 2 drawers
Total size: W80×D47×H54 cm
White 992.394.94. 
This combination 95€ 

* This furniture shall be anchored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to 
prevent it from tipping over.
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Combinations

NORDLI chest of drawers
Total size: W80xD47xH99
White: 693.368.87.  
This combination 225€

NORDLI chest of 3 drawers.*
Total size: W80×D47×H76 cm
White 692.394.95. 
This combination 125€

NORDLI chest of 7 drawers.*
Total size: W80×D47×H122 cm
White 992.395.02. 
This combination 225€

NORDLI chest of 6 drawers.
Total size: W120×D47×H54 cm
White 292.394.97. 
This combination 195€

NORDLI chest of 6 drawers.*
Total size: W120×D47×H76 cm
White 092.394.98. 
This combination 205€

NORDLI chest of 8 drawers.*
Total size: W120×D47×H99 cm
White 792.395.03.
This combination 265€

NORDLI chest of 12 drawers.*
Total size: W120×D47×H145 cm
White 992.394.89. 
This combination 375€

NORDLI chest of 8 drawers.
Total size: W160×D47×H54 cm
White 592.395.04. 
This combination 255€

* This furniture shall be anchored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to 
prevent it from tipping over.
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Combinations

NORDLI chest of 12 drawers.*
Total size: W160×D47×H99 cm
White 592.394.91.
This combination 375€

NORDLI chest of 4 drawers.
Total size: W160×D47×H54 cm
White 492.394.96. 
This combination 175€

* This furniture shall be anchored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to 
prevent it from tipping over.

NORDLI chest of 3 drawers with clothes rail. 
Total size: W80×D47×H191 cm
White: 592.952.17.
This combination 165€

NORDLI chest of 12 drawers.* 
Total size: W160×D47×H145 cm
White 792.394.90.
This combination 415€

NORDLI chest of 8 drawers.* 
Total size: W160×D47×H99 cm
White 292.395.05. 
This combination 295€
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* This furniture shall be anchored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to 
prevent it from tipping over.

Combinations

NORDLI chest of 5 drawers.*
Total size: W120×D47×H76 cm
White 492.480.33.
This combination 190€

NORDLI chest of 4 drawers with clothes rail. 
Total size: W80×D47×H191 cm
White: 893.368.72. 
This combination 185€

NORDLI chest of 9 drawers.*
Total size: W160×D47×H99 cm
White 192.480.15. 
This combination 325€

NORDLI chest of 10 drawers.*
Total size: W160×D47×H99 cm
White 292.480.10.
This combination 330€

NORDLI chest of 7 drawers.*
Total size: W80×D47×H99 cm
White 092.480.06. 
This combination 220€

NORDLI chest of 8 drawers with clothes rail. 
Total size: W160×D47×H170 cm
White: 692.953.49. 
This combination 370€
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All parts and prices

* This furniture shall be anchored to the wall with the enclosed safety fitting to 
prevent it from tipping over.

Tops and plinths
NORDLI top + plinth, W40×D47 cm. 

White 503.834.83 25€

NORDLI top + plinth, W80×D47 cm.

White 303.834.84 35€

NORDLI top + plinth, W120×D47 cm. 

White 403.834.74 45€

NORDLI top + plinth, W160×D47 cm.

White 303.834.79 55€

Chest of drawers modules
NORDLI modular chest of 2 drawers, W40×D47×H45 cm. 

White 903.834.57 50€

NORDLI modular chest of 2 drawers, W80×D47×H45 cm. 

White 103.834.61 60€

NORDLI modular chest of 3 drawers*, W40×D47×H68 cm.

White 203.834.65 70€

NORDLI modular chest of 3 drawers*, W80×D47×H68 cm.

White 403.834.69 90€

NORDLI modular chest of drawers*, W40×D47×H45 cm.

White 404.019.01 50€

NORDLI modular chest of 2 drawers, W80xD47xH23 cm.

White 704.716.19 50€

Clothes rail
NORDLI add-on clothes rail, W80×H155 cm.

White 504.150.40 40€


